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Place Parenzo, Croatia
Studio di Architect Fearh 
Architect Filip Kožaric
 Emil Jelic
Lighting Consultancy Bi lumen
Total potence used 1580 W
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An important accommodation facility in the !eld of international tourism, the 
Laguna Materada Hotel in Croatia consists of a large central complex, housing 
restaurant and reception, rooms and suites, directly overlooking an elegant terrace 
and accessed by a walkway lined with well-kept greenery.

The technical lighting project designed by the Platek team fully meets with the 
clients’ speci!cations and the technical and environmental demands of its context:  
providing reliable and functional lighting while at the same time creating a scenic 
design that is bright, evocative, relaxing, welcoming and re!ned, in keeping with 
the hotel’s own image.  To achieve these objectives minimal and elegant design 
equipment was used, nicely in keeping with the general atmosphere and in fact 
offering  a !nal touch of contemporary and cosmopolitan design.

So TETRA lights mounted on masts provide the lighting needed for  pathways and 
entrances, ensuring the optimal mix of security and comfort along the pedestrian 
routes.  The stakes of the MOON line in three different heights accompany guests 
between walkways, green spaces, entrances and relaxation zones, standing out 
with the special ‘lunar’ design that gives intense and evocative effects with full 
regard for the environment thanks to the LED light sources.  For the two swimming 
pools in the area recessed underwater lights were installed, also LED,  that allow 
you to create games with water and light, making them not only safe to use but 
particularly pleasant and charming as well during the evening time.

Platek’s proposed solution for this  impressively spacious hotel specialising in 
international hospitality demonstrates the company’s ability to respond precisely 
and with maximum technical and stylistic sensitivity to the clients’ speci!cations, 
developing integrated and bespoke projects that combine the perfect blend of 
environmental sustainability, energy saving, !nishing on time and providing bright 
scenic design of the highest aesthetic quality.

Lighting design 
for international 

hospitality
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Type A

3000K 68°
HIT-CE 70W
TETRA 
On masts 
For safety of paths 
and walkways 
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Type B

3000K Double emission
230V LED x 6W

MOON
Bollard 

For pathways and high 
impact green areas
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TETRA 
On masts
HIT-CE 70W - 3000K
68° 
IP65
cod. 50 25 613
15 products

MOON
Bollard
LED x 6W - 3000K 
Double emission
IP65
cod. 19 68 621
30 products

Product Type A TETRA 
 Type B MOON
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1200 MINI 
Walk over
6 LED x 10W - 3000K
30° 
IP68 Full Dry
cod. 84 02 613
20 products
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900 MICRO
Drive over
3 LED x 5W - 3000K
10° 
IP68 Full Dry
cod. 84 01 910
30 products
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